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Feb. 18, 2017 12:53 am ET Order Reprints Print Article Getty Images A house is not always a house, but Home Depot (HD) is still the go-to stock in home improvement. And that shouldn't change when the company reports earnings on Tuesday. Analysts expect Home Depot to report a profit of $1.33 per
share for the fiscal fourth quarter, Jan. 31 ended, according to FactSet, a prospective increase of 14% of the numbers a year ago. Sales are likely to have grown by 4% to $21.8 billion. And, results may even beat the estimates. Why... An error occurred, please try again later. Thank you This article was
sent to If you own a tool kit then chances are that in under the hammer and nails, screwdrivers and nuts and bolts, you will also own an electric drill. A drill is a valuable piece of equipment for professionals and home enthusiasts who need the right tools of trading for their work. Not many people own a real
angle drill and instead opt for the conventional type. There are many benefits for owning a real angle drill and it's definitely worth adding one to your kit if you do a lot of work around home or work as a professional. Rectangle drills work very much the same as standard drills, but allows you to get in many
tight places. This can be a lifeguard in certain situations where a crucial drill just won't fit. In this review we looked at the best right corner drills on the market and highlighted their best characteristics. We also looked more in detail in the benefits of using this type of drill and what to look for when
purchasing one. So, if you are looking to expand your tool kit, have some tricky work that needs to drill or need some new equipment for your work then keep reading to find our 10 favorites: The best rectangle Drill if you are looking to convert your DEWALT drill into a drill for tight spaces then this
DWARA100 attachment makes the perfect accessories. This attachment can be used with screwdwakes, impact holes saw, nut drivers and sheep bits. Attach it to your current impact manager for tighter access with increased gear power. If you've ever used a drill that gets hot when you're in use, you'll be
aware how awkward it can be – you won't get that problem with this product as it is designed with a special ergonomic handle made from ABS, meaning the handle will never warm while you're in use , and give you a completely more comfortable experience. The confirmation is supported by a rung
magneet too, which gives them better retention and keeps power. You will feel a noticeable difference when you use this drill attachment. Good value for money Allows for Tighter Drilling Compact design True 90 degree head should manufacture additional witch shaft drill bits manufactured in China, this
tool ideal for those looking for a 90 degree drill to perform stricter tasks. Said to be one of the most compact 18V rectangle corner drivers on the market, this product is designed with a of a 3/3/4 main length and integrated clutch. It is a very versatile piece of equipment that has a huge reputation in the
industry, with a 3/8 inch single sleeve keyless chuck, expanded multi-position trigger and up to 150 lbs from torque. Powerful tool Enhanced led light design Prolonged battery load Sensitive Trigger Tool only - additional accessories extra What we really like drilling over this little rectangle was the fact that
it was super lightweight at just 4 lbs. Anyone who has ever used an electric drill for a long period of time will know that it can cause some serious arm fatigue when the drilling is heavy – a lighter drill means a more comfortable experience. This wireless right angle drill is ideal for achieving those difficult,
hard-to-reach spaces and has plenty of torque for different types of drilling and driving tasks. This slim design would make a good addition to any tool kit if it is versatile and with a keyless chuck it is fast and easy to change the bits. Lightweight easy to use No Battery/Charger/Bits Included The Bosch
corner drilling is a highly recommended piece of kit and is a great tool for any home enhancement work. This particular model features two LED lights that are articulated with the chuck to alleviate dark working spaces. It is a powerful small rectangle drill that weighs only 2.75 lbs so is ideal for prolonged
use. It has a variable speed trigger, where you can adjust the speed of 0 – 1,300 RPMs and it does a wonderful job at achieving tight spots and small areas with its turnhead that can be adjusted in five different positions. We like that the designers considered comfort as a feature and designed the
ergonomic handle to have a safe grip. The car slot chuck is easy to use for quick bit replacements and can handle a number of work including: drill a pilot hole, drive screws and using folding bits. There is a built-in fuel gauge to make battery management easier as well. Small &amp; light turnhead
Enhanced led light battery difficult to remove if you need a drill for tight spaces, then you will be looking for something lightweight and easy to use. The Makita fits this goal perfectly as it claims to be easy to use in near quarters with variable speeds for controlled use and weighs only 3 lbs. The drill
features a white LED light that relieves the drilling area, making it ideal for working in low light environments. The light bulb will never need replacement either and will keep the duration of your tool. We like it to have a rowing switch with a speed restrictive switch which means you will never over-strict
confirmation. It's easy to use one-handed and smooth to use. Built in led light Paddle switch to prevent over-tighter One year guarantee it may not be the cheapest drill of its kind on the market, but we believe that it is one of best rectangle drilling products out there and the extra dollar spent would make a
wise investment. This drill is easy to use and weigh around lbs, so while it is not the lightest out there, it is a robust and durable tool built to last. Strong Durable Well-known brand We felt that this product provides great value for the money, although the battery is not included. It is a compact drill that
offers plenty of torch and rotational speeds for a variety of household jobs. In fact, with 1,100 RPM you can feel confident that this drill will do the job and do it well. A cute little feature of this right angle drill is the onboard magnetic little tray – ideal for keeping all your bits close to you and not keeping the
screws in your mouth (hands on what it does?!) what is completely unsafe and inconvenient. The handle is specially designed with a rubber purchased that is useful in situations where the environment is moist or hot and you can lose grip. Another good feature is the LED light that will alleviate your
working area if you drill. Special design for horrible-to-reach spots Good value Led light battery not included This makita drill offers all the features you want from a real angle drilling kit. Not only is it super compact, but it always weighs about 2.5 lbs with the battery included. It is super lightweight for a drill
and ideal for those who are difficult to achieve spots that can easily give you fatigue when in use for a long time. The drill features a variable speed of 0-88 RPM which makes it ideal for a number of different drilling and management applications. The design is carefully thought by and features a ergonomic
barrel grip for extra ease and a stronger grip. The built in LED light illuminates your working areas, while the keyless chuck will ensure that you can change your bits quickly and easily as well. 3 years warranty for tool 1 year warranty for battery &amp; charger What makes real angle drills better than
standard drills when it comes to achieving tight locations, is the compact design. This Milwaukee wireless drill has a head size of only 3.75 inches, meaning this drill is ideal for drilling and driving applications that are in difficulty reaching areas. The drill yields 100 inch pounds of torque and has a
lightweight design which means you can use it for longer periods of time, more comfortable. Said to be one of the most versatile right corner drill/drivers on the market, this design is one of the first sub-compact rectangle drills to contain a spindle lock chuck. Extra features include a fuel gauge, electronic
clutch, speed control and overload protection. Super Compact Versatile Easy to Use Battery not included If you are specifically looking for a dowalt rectangle drill or you are just looking to buy a kit from a well-known brand then this model tends to suit your needs. It is a powerful piece of kit that boasts two
variable speed ranges and a durable design built to last. This tool can handle large hole drilling in wood as well as a number of other has a comfortable grip designed with ease as well as practical in mind. The patented DEWALT-built car delivers some serious power with 11 amps, and you are free to
choose the speed that suits your drilling needs. It has a mechanical clutch that provides gear protection at low speed. Guarantee package included Sturdy &amp; Built to Money Back Guarantee Very Heavy Very Covered Covers
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